Historic ruins – protection, use, management

NOVEMBER 8-10, 2018

JAGIELLonian UNIVERSITY, COLLEGium IURIDICUM, ART HISTORY INSTITUTE
GRODZKA STR. 53, CRACOW, POLAND
Friday, November 9th, 2018:

09:00 - 10:00 Registration of the Participants

10.00 – 11.30 SESSION II:

Presentations (15 min. each)

Management and use:
1. SOLDANO Silvia, Patrizia BORLIZZI, Antonino FRENDA, (Italy) - Sustainable re-use, preservation and modern management of historical ruins. RUINS' tools & guideline
2. VANOVA Anna (Slovakia) - Management of ruins via marketing places approach
3. BERTOCCHI Dario, FERRI Camilla, LIOCE Raffaella, (Italy) - Assessing perception of cultural heritage value and use expectations for historical ruins management
4. AFFELT Waldemar J. (Poland) - Postindustrial ruin in Japan: significance, aesthetics and reuse

11.30 – 12.00 Coffee Break

12.00 – 13.30 SESSION III:

Presentations (15 min. each)

Management and use:
1. ARNÓTH Ádám (Hungary) - What to do with a ruin? Architectural solutions - older and recent cases in Hungary
2. CALÒ Sergio (Italy) - Site management, governance and risk management
3. MIŇO Martin (Slovakia) - The Issues Concerning Technology, Tourism, And Funding By Conservation Of Ruins And Their Protection On The Examples From Slovakia
4. TAMBURRINO Eugenio (Italy) - Participative policies and practices in Historic Ruins management: an overlook from Italy

13.30 – 15.00 Lunch break
**Friday, November 9th, 2018:**

**15.00 – 16.45 SESSION IV:**
Presentations (15 min. each)

**Management and use:**
1. SIWEK Andrzej (Poland) - Historical ruins - between conservation doctrine and social acceptance
2. COHEN Nika (Croatia) - Example of Good practice of re-use and management of Historical Ruin
3. FRENDA Antonino (Italy) - RUINS: LIVING HERITAGE Conservation, Restoration, Enhancement
4. PLEŠE Tajana (Croatia) - In search of optimal management modus operandi for curated ruins
5. MAJEROVÁ Dagmara, JAĎUĎOVÁ Jana, (Slovakia) - Connectivity of local community to cultural heritage (on example of the Slovak village Bzovik)

**16.45 – 17.15 Coffee Break**

**17.15 – 18.45 SESSION V:**
Presentations (15 min. each)

**Technical issues:**
1. SZOSTAK Bartosz and Polish Team of RUINS project (Poland) - Historical Ruin Technical Sheet - a structured set of technical information
2. VALEK Jan, PhD, SKRUŽNÁ Olga, KOZLOVCEV Petr, JIROUŠEK Josef, (Czech Republic) - Mortar for Conservation of Ruins – Material and Technological Copy of the Original
3. MARKOVÁ Iveta (Slovakia) - Fire risk assessment of Bzovik Castle
4. NOVOTNÝ Jakub, MACHOVAROVÁ Dita (Czech Republic) - Information panels and scenic illumination as important elements of ruin presentation

**Saturday, November 10th, 2018:**

**10.00 – 11.30 SESSION VI:**
Presentations (15 min. each)

**Case studies:**
1. MURIN Ivan, SOUČEK Ivan, (Slovakia) - The Generation Transmission and Sustainability of Heritage Values in Local Communities. An Example of Ruins Value Research in Bzovik
2. POLES Rok (Slovenia) - The Šalek castle ruins (Velenje, Slovenia) - identifying the possibilities to develop on different scales (detail, architecture, landscape)
3. KLASOVÁ Zuzana (Slovakia) - Introduction to restore problems of Bzovík Monastery
4. COHEN Nika (Croatia) - Church of st. Stosija in Puntamika, Zadar - Example of early medieval re-use of roman cistern
5. BLÁHA Jiří, BUZEK Jaroslav, (Czech Republic) - A torso of the stone base of a pole for popinjay shooting in Chribska, its survey and documentation

**11.30 – 12.00 Coffee Break**

**12.00 – 14.00 SESSION SURE**

**14.00 – 15.00 Lunch break**

**18.45 – 20.00 Dinner**
Please confirm your participation by October 30, 2018 at the address:

andrzej.siwek@uj.edu.pl

For organisational matters, please contact us by e-mail.

The texts of the speeches in the printed version should be submitted 2 weeks after the end of the conference.

The organisers do not provide accommodation.
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